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Example

5.2 Imperfect-information extensive-form games 119

• (N,A,H,Z, χ, ρ, σ, u) is a perfect-information extensive-form game, and

• I = (I1, . . . , In), whereIi is an equivalence relation on (that is, a partition of)
{h ∈ H : ρ(h) = i} with the property thatχ(h) = χ(h′) wheneverh andh′ are in
the same equivalence classIi.

Note that in order for the choice nodes to be truly indistinguishable, we require that
the set of actions at each choice node in an information set bethe same (otherwise, the
player would be able to distinguish the nodes). Thus, ifI ∈ Ii is an equivalence class,
we can unambiguously use the notationχ(I) to denote the set of actions available to
playeri at any node in information setI.
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Figure 5.10 An imperfect-information game.

Consider the imperfect-information extensive-form game shown in Figure 5.10. In
this game, player 1 has two information sets: the set including the top choice node, and
the set including the bottom choice nodes. Note that the two bottom choice nodes in
the second information set have the same set of possible actions. We can regard player
1 as not knowing whether player 2 choseA orB when she makes her choice between
ℓ andr.

5.2.2 Strategies and equilibria

A pure strategy for an agent in an imperfect-information game selects one of the avail-
able actions in each information set of that agent:

Definition 5.2.2 Given an imperfect-information game as above, a pure strategy for
agenti with information setsIi,1, . . . , Ii,k is a vector ofa1, . . . , ak such thataj ∈
χ(Ii,j).

Thus perfect-information games can be thought of as a special case of imperfect-
information games, in which every equivalence class of eachpartition is a singleton.

Consider again the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, shown as a normal form game in
Figure 3.2. An equivalent imperfect-information game in extensive form is given in
Figure 5.11.

Note that we could have chosen to make player 2 choose first andplayer 1 choose
second.

Multi Agent Systems, draft of September 19, 2006

What are the equivalence classes for each player?

What are the pure strategies for each player?

How do we define pure strategies in general?

What is the induced NF?

What is the reverse transformation?
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Perfect and Imperfect Recall

What is a mixed strategy in an IIEF game?

What is a behavioral strategy in an IIEF game?

What is a game of perfect recall?

What nice properties to such games have?

Explain what it means to play a game of imperfect recall.

How can behavioral and mixed strategies be different in such
games?
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Computing Equilibria of Games of Perfect Recall

How can we find an equilibrium of an imperfect information
extensive form game?

One idea: convert to normal form, and use techniques
described earlier.

Problem: exponential blowup in game size.

Alternative (at least for perfect recall): sequence form
for zero-sum games, computing equilibrium is polynomial in
the size of the extensive form game

exponentially faster than the LP formulation we saw before

for general-sum games, can compute equilibrium in time
exponential in the size of the extensive form game

again, exponentially faster than converting to normal form
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